Chemical inhomogeneities amongst first population stars in globular clusters
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ABSTRACT

Spreads in light element abundances among stars (also known as multiple populations) are observed in nearly all globular clusters. One way to map such chemical variations using high-precision photometry is to employ a suitable combination of stellar magnitudes in the F275W, F336W, F438W, and F814W filters (called the “chromosome map”), to maximise the separation between the different multiple populations. For each individual cluster its chromosome map separates the first population (with metal abundance patterns typical of field halo stars) from the second population (which displays distinctive abundance variations among a specific group of light elements). Surprisingly, the distribution of first population stars in chromosome maps of several but not all clusters has been found to be more extended than expected from purely observational errors, suggesting a chemically inhomogeneous origin. We consider here three clusters with similar metallicity ([Fe/H] ∼ −1.3) and different chromosome maps, namely NGC 288, M 3, and NGC 2808, and argue that the first population extended distribution (as observed in two of these clusters) is due to spreads of the initial helium abundance and possibly a small range of nitrogen abundances as well. The presence of a range of initial He and N abundances amongst stars traditionally thought to have homogeneous composition, and that these spreads appear only in some clusters, challenges the scenarios put forward so far to explain the multiple population phenomenon.
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1. Introduction

Globular clusters (GCs) host multiple populations (MPs) of stars, characterised by anti-correlations among C, N, O, Na, and He star-to-star differences (e.g. Bastian & Lardo 2018). Most scenarios for MPs invoke subsequent episodes of star formation (e.g. D’Ercole et al. 2008; Decressin et al. 2008) where stars with CNONa (and He) abundances similar to those observed in the field are the first stars to form, while stars enriched in N and Na (and He) and depleted in C and O were formed much later, from freshly synthesised material ejected by some class of massive stars from the first epoch of star formation. In the following, we denote as first population (P1), stars with field-like light element pattern. We refer to stars with enhanced N and Na as second population (P2). However, all the existing models have difficulties in quantitatively reproducing observations, and no consensus has been reached on the mechanism responsible for MP origin (e.g. Larsen et al. 2014; Kruiaissen 2015; Bastian et al. 2015; Bastian & Lardo 2015, 2018; Renzini et al. 2015).

Key constraints on MPs can be derived from photometry of individual GC stars when suitable filters are used. Recently, the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) UV legacy survey of Galactic GCs (e.g. Piotto et al. 2015; Soto et al. 2017) has provided accurate photometry for 57 Galactic GCs in the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) filters F275W, F336W, and F438W on board HST, perfectly suited to undertake photometric studies of MPs. Filters covering wavelengths shorter than ∼4500 Å are particularly sensitive to star-to-star differences in C, N, and O content. When complemented with the existing optical photometry from the Wide Field Channel of the HST Advanced Camera for Survey (WFC/ACS; Sarajedini et al. 2007) in the F606W and F814W filters, these UV observations have been widely used to identify MPs in individual GCs and to characterise their properties (number ratio between P1 and P2 stars, radial distributions, degree of N enrichment, and trends of such properties with cluster parameters; e.g. Piotto et al. 2015; Milone et al. 2017).

More specifically, Milone et al. (2015, 2017) introduced the pseudo two-colour diagram Δ(F275W − F814W) versus Δ(C(F275W, F336W, F438W)—also called the chromosome map—where different GC subpopulations can be easily identified, especially when considering red giant branch (RGB) stars. RGB P1 stars which do not show Na-O abundance variations are expected to be generally distributed around the origin of the chromosome map and cover a narrow range of ΔC(F275W,
However, as reported by Milone et al. (2017), in the majority of the clusters the $\Delta(F275W–F814W)$ values, and those for $\Delta(F275W, F336W, F438W)$ to a lesser extent, for P1 stars display a range much wider than expected from the photometric errors, implying a chemical inhomogeneity. This is a puzzling result given that according to self-enrichment models of MP formation these stars should all have essentially the same chemical composition within individual clusters (e.g. Gratton et al. 2012; Renzini et al. 2015), hence also the $\Delta(F275W–F814W)$ distribution of P1 stars should be narrow. The analysis by Milone et al. (2017) points out this puzzling result, but does not investigate the origin of the extended P1 distributions.

In this paper, we use synthetic spectra to investigate the origin of the extended distribution of P1 stars in the chromosome maps, by studying three clusters with similar iron content ($[\text{Fe/H}] \sim −1.3$; to minimise metallicity effects on the colours of stars) and different chromosome maps, namely NGC 288, M 3 (NGC 5272), and NGC 2808. M 3 and NGC 2808 were selected because they display a well-populated P1 in their chromosome maps, which spans wide ranges in $\Delta(F275W–F814W)$, as wide as those covered by P2 stars. NGC 288 is included as a counter-example given that P1 stars in this cluster have nearly homogeneous $\Delta(C(F275W, F336W, F438W)$ and $\Delta(F275W–F814W)$ values.

The paper is structured as follows. We describe the data in Sect. 2, and discuss the observed P1 chromosome maps in terms of abundance variations in Sect. 3. Conclusions follow in Sect. 4.

2. Observational data set and cluster sample

Catalogues for NGC 288, M 3, and NGC 2808 are from the first public data release of the HST UV legacy survey of Galactic Globular Clusters and they are described in Soto et al. (2017). The data used in this work is different from that in Milone et al. (2017) although this does not affect the main result of our investigation. The available catalogues are based on a one-pass reduction with static library point spread functions and contain only stars that were already found in Sarajedini et al. (2007). The colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) shown in Piotto et al. (2015) and Milone et al. (2017) are based on a different treatment of each cluster (including custom point spread function modelling for each exposure, UV-based star lists, etc.; see Soto et al. 2017). A collection of chromosome maps for the entire sample of the UV survey from Piotto et al. (2015) data can be found in Milone et al. (2017). Given that we are interested in high-precision photometry of cluster members, we retain for our analysis only stars with a displacement in pixels less than $\leq 0.1$ in both the $x$- and $y$-axis. We also limited our study to stars with small photometric uncertainties $(<0.03, 0.03, 0.02$ in $F275W, F336W, and F438W, respectively). RGB stars are selected as those stars lying onto the narrow RGB main locus in the $F814W–(F606W–F814W)$ CMD, where the RGB sequence broadening due to light element inhomogeneities is minimised (e.g. Sbordone et al. 2011). Selected RGB stars are then plotted in the $F814W–C(F275W, F336W, F438W)$ and $F814W–(F275W–F814W)$ diagrams, to measure for each star its distance in $C(F275W, F336W, F438W)$ and $F275W–F814W$ with respect to reference ridge lines located at the blue and the red side of the RGB (Milone et al. 2017). Values for each star are then normalised, respectively, to the $C(F275W, F336W, F438W)$ and $F275W–F814W$ differences between the red and blue fiducials, taken 2.0 magnitudes above the main sequence turnoff in the F814W filter (these differences are denoted as $WCF275W,F336W,F438W$ and $W_{\text{ERR}}$ in Milone et al. 2017).

We denote these indices for each RGB star as $\Delta(C(F275W, F336W, F438W)$ and $\Delta(F275W–F814W)$, respectively, following Milone et al. (2017). The normalisation described above implies that the range of $\Delta(F275W–F814W)$ and $\Delta(C(F275W, F336W, F438W)$ covered by stars in each cluster will be equal to the values of $WCF275W,F336W,F438W$ and $W_{\text{ERR}}$ specific to each individual cluster. These two quantities vary from cluster-to-cluster (Milone et al. 2017) and depend on the specific chemical make-up of the underlying stellar populations.

Finally, $\Delta(C(F275W, F336W, F438W)$ and $\Delta(F275W–F814W)$ are plotted against each other to derive the chromosome maps in Fig. 1. The same figure displays also the line used to separate between P1 and P2, as defined by Milone et al. (2017). P2 stars are those located above the dotted line of Fig. 1, while P1 stars are located below. This separation is based on the fact that spectroscopic analyses of a subsample of stars in NGC 6121 (M 4) included in the chromosome maps of Milone et al. (2017) show Na-O ratios typical of field halo stars, for objects lying in the P1 region of the maps. These photometric maps are very similar to the corresponding ones published by Milone et al. (2017) for the same clusters, and the values of $WCF275W,F336W,F438W$ and $W_{\text{ERR}}$ we obtain are consistent with the corresponding values in Table 2 of Milone et al. (2017).

3. The chromosome maps

Figure 1 shows chromosome maps for NGC 288, M 3, and NGC 2808. Stars in each cluster display their own distinctive pattern. We resorted to a clustering analysis to identify the subpopulations shown in the figure, employing a $k$-means algorithm (see e.g. Hartigan & Wong 1979). Most notably, the $\Delta(F275W–F814W)$ and $\Delta(C(F275W, F336W, F438W)$ ranges spanned by both P1 and P2 stars in M 3 and NGC 2808 are significantly larger than expected from photometric errors alone (see Fig. 1). As noted by Milone et al. (2015, 2017), this means that both P1 and P2 groups host stars with inhomogeneous chemical compositions. While it is well established that P2 stars include different subpopulation with varying degrees of chemical enrichment (e.g. Carretta et al. 2009a,b; Milone et al. 2015, and references therein), P1 stars are not expected to display any intrinsic chemical variations within the standard scenarios proposed to explain the multiple population phenomenon. Still, the distribution of P1 stars along the $\Delta(F275W–F814W)$ and $\Delta(C(F275W, F336W, F438W)$ axes is broader than expected from observational errors, for both M 3 and NGC 2808 (and for a large fraction of the 57 clusters presented in Milone et al. 2017, as also noted by these authors). Conversely, in the case of NGC 288, only two main populations with homogeneous internal composition can be identified. In particular, P1 stars appear to be strikingly homogeneous compared to the other two clusters.

3.1. Reading chromosome maps in terms of abundance variations

As shown by Piotto et al. (2015) and Lagioia et al. (2018), among others, the $F275W–F814W$ colour of RGB stars is affected by variations in the oxygen abundance due to the presence in the spectrum of an OH molecular band within the F275W filter bandpass. At low [Fe/H] the effect of a substantial decrease
in the oxygen abundance by 0.3 dex on the (F275W−F814W) colour is very small if not negligible, increasing only for [Fe/H] around and above \(-1.0\) dex. This means that a variation in the initial oxygen cannot explain the extended P1 in the chromosome maps of clusters like M3 discussed in this paper. In addition, as previously mentioned, the location of P1 stars in the chromosome maps is defined in terms of their stellar Na and O abundances. Milone et al. (2017) shows that stars with spectroscopically measured Na-O ratios typical of field halo stars, hence homogeneous in Na and O, can be seen to occupy the full \(\Delta(F275W−F814W)\) range of the extended P1 in the cluster M4 ([Fe/H] \(-1.0\); see also Milone et al. 2015; Carretta et al. 2018). The availability of recent Na and O abundance determinations for RGB stars in NGC 2808 by Carretta et al. (2018) demonstrates that the P1 stars, as defined from the chromosome maps following Milone et al. (2017), all have homogeneous low Na and high O, typical of the field halo population.

To understand the origin of the extended P1 we have proceeded as follows. It has been well known since Salaris et al. (2006), Sbordone et al. (2011), and Cassisi et al. (2013) that theoretical RGBs of P2 stars overlap with P1 RGBs in the \(\log(L/L_\odot)=\log(T_{\text{eff}})\) diagram, unless the initial He abundance is different. The analysis by VandenBerg et al. (2012) shows however that variations in Mg and Si at constant Fe are able to change the \(T_{\text{eff}}\) of metal poor RGB models; the clusters analysed here and the vast majority of Galactic GCs, bar a few exceptions, within or without an extended P1 do not show internal inhomogeneities in Fe abundances. Potentially, a range of Si and/or Mg amongst P1 stars may produce a spread in the chromosome maps of a given cluster; however, this cannot be the case for the clusters with an extended P1 studied here. We analyse here M4 (chromosome map shown by Milone et al. 2017) and NGC 2808. The spectroscopic analysis by Carretta et al. (2009a) shows that P1 stars (defined as stars with low Na and high O, consistent with their identification in the chromosome maps) in NGC 2808 have homogeneous Mg (with typical field-like abundances) and also homogeneous Si. Also in M4 there is no spread of Mg and Si in P1 stars. This means that at fixed Y we can model the effects of C, N, O, Na variations by just calculating synthetic spectra with the appropriate composition, keeping the stellar parameters unchanged. We also know that Na variations do not affect the bolometric magnitudes in the filters used for the chromosome maps (see e.g. Sbordone et al. 2011; Piotto et al. 2015).

We took as reference parameters for our synthetic spectrum calculations \(T_{\text{eff}}=5260\,K\) and surface gravity \(\log(g)=3.3\) (cgs units) corresponding to a RGB star along a representative \([\text{Fe/H}]=-1.3\), 12 Gyr \(\alpha\)-enhanced, initial \(Y=0.246\) BaSTI isochrone (Pietrinferni et al. 2006, 2009), taken about 2.0 magnitudes above the main sequence turnoff in the F814W filter. This is the RGB level to which the chromosome map indices are normalised. In the spectrum calculations we first considered a representative P1 composition with \([\text{C/Fe}]=-0.3\), \([\text{N/Fe}]=+0.2\), \([\text{O/Fe}]=+0.3\) (Cohen et al. 2002; Carretta et al. 2009a); all other heavy elements scaled as in the \(\alpha\)-enhanced metal mixture of the BaSTI models (see e.g. Sbordone et al. 2011), and \(Y=0.246\). We then considered a P2 composition with \([\text{C/Fe}]=-0.4\), \([\text{N/Fe}]=+0.5\), \([\text{O/Fe}]=+0.2\) (denoted P2-moderate) keeping all other abundances unchanged, and a more extreme P2 composition with \([\text{C/Fe}]=-1.0\), \([\text{N/Fe}]=+1.3\), \([\text{O/Fe}]=-0.3\) (denoted P2-extreme). These patterns are not necessarily characteristic of the three clusters studied here since no C, N, and O measurements (in the same star) are available in the literature, but they reflect the standard trends observed in Galactic GCs at this intermediate metallicity (Cohen et al. 2002; Carretta et al. 2009a).

\[^1\] Carretta et al. (2018) use a different pseudo-colour diagram in their analysis, but the correlation between the position of stars in their diagram and the chromosome maps can be easily established from the work by Milone et al. (2015), who cross-correlated stars in both the diagrams used by Carretta et al. (2018) and a chromosome map for NGC 2808, even if at that time they had not yet adopted the term chromosome map. This also means that the identification of P1 stars as stars with homogeneous field-like [Na/Fe] and [O/Fe] abundance ratios in terms of their location in the chromosome map of a generic cluster seems to be well established.
In addition, we calculated spectra of stars with P1, P2-moderate, and P2-extreme compositions including an enhancement of the He mass fraction of ΔY = 0.05. A variation in He affects the $T_{\text{eff}}$ of the RGB at the magnitude level assumed for the normalisation $\Delta$ and $P_{1}$ extreme compositions including an enhancement of the Y index $T_{\text{eff}}$ shifts the RGB towards bluer colours because isochrones with higher Y are redder (e.g. Milone et al. 2017). Based on Fig. 2, this can possibly be explained by a narrow range of N amongst P1 stars. We conclude that the spread in P1 stars indicates that a relatively wide spread of Y is present within this population, possibly accompanied by a narrow range in N.

In summary, P1 stars are defined by their location on the chromosome maps, which is consistent with the position of stars with homogeneous and field-like [O/Fe] and [Na/Fe] measurements in the clusters like M 4 and NGC 2808 investigated here. These P1 stars are often called first-generation stars in the literature, according to the proposed cluster self-enrichment scenarios. We have shown here that P1 stars in clusters with extended P1 in their chromosome maps, such as NGC 2808 and M 3, show a spread of initial Y and a small range of N. In other cases, like NGC 288 with a non-extended P1 in the chromosome map, the Y and N abundances are also homogeneous, like O and Na. The former behaviour is entirely unexpected in the context of all scenarios for the origin of MPs.

3.2. Distribution of the subpopulations along the RGB

An independent test for He-abundance variations among P1 stars is to look at the optical colour distributions of each of the identified subpopulations. Bolometric corrections in optical filters are negligibly affected when moving from typical P1 to P2 metal distributions (e.g. Sbordone et al. 2011), but an increase in Y shifts the RGB towards bluer colours because isochrones with enhanced He have hotter $T_{\text{eff}}$ values.

For each cluster, we first identified different RGB subpopulations from the chromosome maps in Fig. 1. The mean values of the $\Delta$C(F275W, F336W, F438W) and $\Delta$(F275W−F814W) indices, and the number of stars belonging to each subpopulation are listed in Table 1. The P1 population in M3 appears to be made of two subpopulations, denoted P1-a and P1-b, when moving from $\Delta$(F275W−F814W) = 0.0 towards negative values. NGC 2808 displays three P1 subpopulations, denoted P1-a, P1-b, and P1-c. Both clusters display a number of P2 subpopulations, two in the case of M 3 and three in the case of NGC 2808. We then considered the F606W–(F606W−F814W) CMDs, including RGB stars from one magnitude below the RGB bump up to the bump location, a well-defined and populated part of the RGB. A RGB fiducial line using a polynomial regression was determined in each CMD, and for each star the colour differences $\Delta$(F606W−F814W) and $\Delta$(F438W−F814W) with respect to the colour of the fiducial line at the same F606W magnitude were determined. Figure 3 displays the resulting F606W–(F606W−F814W) and F606W–(F438W−F814W) diagrams, and the histograms of these colour differences for both clusters.

The results are plotted in the two panels of Fig. 2. We display on the horizontal axis the different chemical compositions investigated. The vertical axis displays the indices $\Delta$(F275W, F336W, F438W) and $\Delta$(F275W−F814W) for all our synthetic populations. The results are quite clear. The index $\Delta$(F275W−F814W) is affected essentially only by variations in Y; instead, the $\Delta$(F275W, F336W, F438W) index is in comparison weakly sensitive to Y, but is mainly affected by variations in N (e.g. Piotto et al. 2015). The range of $\Delta$(F275W−F814W) values for P1 stars observed in several clusters like M 3 and NGC 2808 discussed here is therefore due to a range of Y abundances. This is however not found in other clusters, for example NGC 288. The extended P1 sequences in the chromosome maps also display a tilt towards increasing $\Delta$(F275W, F336W, F438W) for decreasing $\Delta$(F275W−F814W) (e.g. Sbordone et al. 2017), based on Fig. 2, this can possibly be explained by a narrow range of N amongst P1 stars. We conclude that the spread in P1 stars indicates that a relatively wide spread of Y is present within this population, possibly accompanied by a narrow range in N.
Table 1. Mean values of ΔC(F275W, F336W, F438W) and Δ(F275W−F814W) for the subpopulations of Fig. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>log $M_{\odot}$ (M$_{\odot}$)</th>
<th>[Fe/H] (dex)</th>
<th>Sub-pop</th>
<th>$\langle \Delta_c(F275W−F814W) \rangle$</th>
<th>$\langle \Delta(F275W,F336W,F438W) \rangle$</th>
<th>N$_{\text{stars}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NGC 288</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>−1.30</td>
<td>P1-a</td>
<td>−0.129</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P2-a</td>
<td>−0.289</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M 3</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>−1.39</td>
<td>P1-a</td>
<td>−0.050</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P1-b</td>
<td>−0.204</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P2-a</td>
<td>−0.131</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P2-b</td>
<td>−0.192</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 2808</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>−1.15</td>
<td>P1-a</td>
<td>−0.067</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P1-b</td>
<td>−0.181</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P1-c</td>
<td>−0.485</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P2-a</td>
<td>−0.159</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P2-b</td>
<td>−0.315</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P2-c</td>
<td>−0.471</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Values for [Fe/H] and mass of each cluster, and the number of stars in each chromosome map subpopulation are also listed. Metallicities for NGC 288 and NGC 2808 are from Carretta et al. (2009a). The tabulated [Fe/H] for M 3 is from Cohen & Meléndez (2005). The total cluster mass log $M_{\odot}$ is from McLaughlin & van der Marel (2005).

Fig. 3. Top panels: F606W−Δ(F606W−F814W) and F606W−Δ(F438W−F814W) diagrams for the various M 3 and NGC 2808 RGB subpopulations. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 1. Bottom panels: histograms of Δ(F606W−F814W) and Δ(F438W−F814W) for both clusters. Dotted lines denote the mean values of these colour differences for each subpopulation (see text for details).

The larger baseline (F438W−F814W) colour is more sensitive to the stellar $T_{\text{eff}}$ (e.g., $T_{\text{eff}}$ changes are proxy for He variations), and in the F606W−(F438W−F814W) CMDs of both clusters P1 stars become on average increasingly bluer when moving from subpopulations P1-a to P1-b in the case of M 3, and P1-a to P1-c in the case of NGC 2808. This is consistent with the interpretation that P1 stars encompass a range of initial He abundances. The separation is larger for NGC 2808, consistent with a larger Y difference amongst the three P1 subpopulations relative to M 3. A separation can also be seen in the (F606W−F814W) colour (less sensitive to $T_{\text{eff}}$) for NGC 2808, but not for M 3, consistent again with a wider He range for NGC 2808 P1 stars. Making use of BaSTI isochrones with varying initial Y, the mean (Δ(F606W−F814W) colour differences between P1-a and P1-b in M 3, and P1-a and P1-c in NGC 2808 translate into ΔY ~ 0.024 and ~0.125, respectively.

As a consistency check we analysed in the same way the F606W−(F336W−F438W) and F606W−(F336W−F814W) CMDs, which are also sensitive to the different P1 and P2 metal mixtures (see Fig. 4). In the previous optical CMDs, P2 stars in both clusters were shifted to the blue compared to the P1-a subpopulation (which has lower He), whereas at these shorter wavelengths the effect of the metal mixture is expected to shift P2 stars towards the red compared to P1-a stars, counterbalancing or even reversing the effect of an increased He. On the other hand, P1 stars with increased He should still be shifted to the blue compared to P1-a objects, despite the small enhancement of N necessary to explain their chromosome maps. This is exactly what we find when comparing the mean colour differences of the various subpopulations with respect to the fiducial lines, as shown in the lower panels of Figs. 3 and 4. The ordering of the various subpopulations in terms of Δ(F336W−F438W) and...
$\Delta(F336W-F814W)$ is different from the case of optical colours, with the various P2 subpopulations moving to the red relative to P1 subpopulations, compared to optical colours. On the other hand, P1-b and P1-c (in NGC 2808) stars are still bluer than P1-a objects, as in optical CMDs.

This consistency of the RGB colours of P1 (and P2) stars with a range of helium abundances for the specific case of NGC 2808 agrees with the in-depth analysis by Milone et al. (2015). In their paper, however, no link is made between the observed multiple He RGB sequences, and their belonging to low Na and high Na subpopulations.

4. Discussion and conclusions

It has been well established by Milone et al. (2017) that the distribution of first population stars in the chromosome maps of most but not all clusters is more extended than expected from purely observational errors, and that its extension is strongly correlated with the cluster mass. So far no clear explanation for the reasons of the observed extended P1 distributions has been provided. We have considered here three clusters with similar metallicity ([Fe/H] $\sim$ -1.3) and different chromosome maps (and masses), namely NGC 288, M 3, and NGC 2808, the latter two displaying an extended P1 made of different subpopulations. Using synthetic spectra calculations, we have shown that this can be explained if M 3 and NGC 2808 P1 stars contain a range of He and possibly N abundances. The He inhomogeneity of P1 stars in these clusters is also confirmed by comparing the colour distribution of the various P1 subpopulations in standard CMDs. Among the nominal P1 stars there appears to be a significant He spread, $\Delta Y \sim 0.024$ and $\sim 0.125$ for M 3 and NGC 2808, respectively.

We note that the tests presented in Sect. 3.1 are not meant to directly estimate light element abundance variations for the clusters studied here, but rather they provide an interpretation of the properties of the chromosome maps. Only a handful of GC stars have been fully characterised spectroscopically in terms of their abundances of C, N, and O (Bastian & Lardo 2018), and more data is needed to perform a quantitative analysis. Moreover, UV theoretical spectra do not appear to be reliable enough to directly estimate accurate abundance variations from photometry (see Dotter et al. 2015, for a complete discussion). Nonetheless, we emphasise that while a quantitative characterisation of GC stars in terms of He, C, N, and O from their chromosome maps appears premature at this stage, the evidence that the range of colour spreads along the x- and y-axes in the chromosome maps correlate with the level of He and N enrichment is supported by the analysis presented in Sect. 3, which also includes a study of the P1 and P2 optical CMDs (see also Table 4 in Milone et al. 2015).

As mentioned already in Sect. 3.1, both Mg and Si variations amongst RGB P1 stars can affect their $T_{\text{eff}},$ mimicking the presence of He variations (VandenBerg et al. 2012). However, the evidence of significant Mg and Si variations is found only for a few clusters (e.g. Carretta et al. 2009a; Pancino et al. 2017), whereas the P1 groups display extended (F275W−F814W) colour sequences in the majority of clusters studied by Milone et al. (2017). In the specific case of NGC 2808 investigated here (and in M 4, as already discussed), spectroscopic analyses reveal that P1 stars are homogeneous in Mg and Si.

According to standard self-enrichment models for MPs, in a given cluster only P2 stars as defined by their chromosome map location are expected to exhibit different levels of He and N, whereas P1 stars should have essentially the same chemical composition. The presence of a range of initial He and N abundances amongst stars with homogeneous Na and O content, and the fact that these inhomogeneities appear only in some clusters, challenge all scenarios proposed so far to explain the MP phenomenon in globular clusters. Clusters that display extended P1 and P2 have two distinct chemical abundance patterns. The upper branch, which starts around the origin of the chromosome maps and ends up with stars with high/low values of AC(F275W, F336W, F438W)/$\Delta(F275W-F814W),$ corresponds to the classical MP concept where stars show anti-correlated abundance patterns of Na-O, N-O and He-O. While this branch still remains to be understood, it has been well studied and has been confirmed to be present in nearly all the ancient GCs. The lower branch, however, is not universal amongst the ancient clusters. Some clusters have a tightly defined P1 population without any signs of internal abundance variations, while others display extended (and chemically inhomogeneous) P1 populations.

The extended P1 populations appear to be homogeneous in O, and instead are mainly driven (in the chromosome maps) by a spread in He abundances with potentially small variations in N.

Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for $\Delta(F336W-F438W)$ and $\Delta(F336W-F814W)$ colour differences (see text for details).
as well. Such a pattern cannot be explained through the hot hydrogen burning channels that have generally been adopted to explain the classical multiple populations (i.e. P2) as large spreads in C, N, O, Na, and AI would be expected. Instead, the extended P1 pattern is more reminiscent of P-P chain hydrogen burning. This wholly unexpected result adds to the enigma of the multiple populations phenomenon.
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